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Postdetection Phase Combining Diversity 
Masaharu Ikura, Member, IEEE, and Fumiyuki Adachi, Senior Member, IEEE 

A6stract- We propose a postdetection phase combining (PC) 
scheme for the two branch diversity reception of differential 
phase shift keying (DPSK) over multipath fading cbaDoels. The 
receiver has a differential phase detector @PD) in each d f v d t y  
branch, and the combiner weights each detector output in pro- 
portion to the vth power of the signal envelope at the detector’s 
input. 

For n/4-sbift QDPSK over frequency-flat Rayleigh fading 
channels, we find via computer simulation that the optimum 
weight factor is 11 = 2, and that our simple, practical combwmg 
scheme performs almost as well as postdetectha maximal rath, 
combining (MRC). We demonstrate similar relative performances 
for frequency-selective fading channels and for channels with 
co-channel interference (CCI). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

INEAR differential phase shift keying (DPSK) is now L attracting much attention in mobile radio fields because it 
is more bandwidth efficient than constant envelope digital FM, 
and because it supports differential detection. For example, 
symmetrical four level DPSK (or 7rlCshift QDPSK) [l], [2] 
has been adopted in Japanese and North American digital 
TDMA cellular standards [3], [4]. Although coherent detection 
provides the best bit error rate (BER) performance in an 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, differential 
detection is preferred because it is less affected by multipath 
fading induced random phase variations. Fading is produced by 
interference among multipath signals as the mobile transceiver 
moves. In cellular systems, bit errors are caused by co- 
channel interference (CCI) and the time-varying intersymbol 
interference (ISI) produced by multipath delay spread as well 
as AWGN. Diversity reception [5] can be used to improve 
BER performance. 

Predetection diversity, which coherently combines the re- 
ceived faded signals before detection, may be difficult to 
implement because of the fast phase fluctuations of faded 
signals (this is the same reason for preferring differential 
detection). If predetection selection combining (SC) is used, 
switching between two fading signals may cause an abrupt 
phase change that will produce bit errors. On the other hand, 
postdetection diversity combines the detector outputs which 
are all in phase; thus, no co-phasing function is required and 
when SC is used, no switching noise is produced. For all these 
reasons, postdetection diversity is preferred. In postdetection 
diversity, detector outputs are weighted according to each 
branch’s channel condition before combination so that the 
contribution of the weaker signal branch is minimized. This 
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type of postdetection combining was proposed for binary and 
quatemary DPSK systems and its performance is theoretically 
analyzed in [5 ,  p. 5221, [6]-[9].’ The combiner output can 
be mathematically expressed as I + j Q  = Ck rk(nT)r;((n - 
1)T), where r k ( t )  is the kth branch received faded signal. 
Since r;((n - 1)T) can be viewed as a weight that is 
analogous to that of predetection MRC, we call this combining 
postdetection maximal ratio combining (MRC) [9]. Weighted 
operation is implicit by quadrature differential detection (DD) 
and addition. Symbol decision for DPSK systems is then 
performed based on A $  = arg[ I  + jQ] or tan-’Q/I 
(however, for binary and quatemary DPSK systems, simple 
binary decision based on polarity of I and Q can be applied). 

Another differential detection scheme is differential phase 
detection (DPD). The phase difference of the received signal 
over one symbol duration is the output of the DPD detector. 
The above postdetection MRC assumes quadrature DD; how- 
ever, it can be implemented by first taking cosine and sine 
of the DPD detector output A11,k and then, multiplying them 
by Irk(nT)I. Irk((n - 1)T)I to restore ~ k ( n T ) r ; ( ( n  - 1)T) 
before combination. Note that symbol decision is based on the 
phase A 11, of the combiner output. If a combiner that directly 
combines the DPD detector outputs is realized, then the 
cosine, sine, and arc-tangent operations can be eliminated and 
therefore, the diversity implementation can be less complex. 
In this paper, we propose a new, simple two branch’ diversity, 
called postdetection phase combining (PC). It is suitable for 
DPD, and yields the output wlA11,1+ w2A11,2 mod 27r, where 
A$k and wk are the DPD detector output and weight of the 
kth branch, respectively. The difference between postdetection 
MRC and PC is that the former combines two faded signals 
vectorically (or in the complex plane) while the latter involves 
scalar combining in the phase plane. Section I1 describes the 
proposed PC diversity. A theoretical comparison of postdetec- 
tion PC and postdetection MRC is presented in Section 111. The 
effects of diversity on ?r/Cshift QDPSK transmission under 
Rayleigh fading are evaluated by computer simulations, and 
BER performance due to AWGN, CCI, and delay spread is 
presented in Section IV. 

11. POSTDETECTION PC DIVERSKY 
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed postdetection 

PC diversity. We assume here the multiplicative fading process 
to simplify the explanation of the principle of operation PC 

’ Similar postdetection combining can also be implemented for narrowband 
digital FM systems [ 5 ,  p. 5251, [lo]. 

2Proposed scheme works only in two branch diversity. Nevertheless, two 
branch diversity is more practical than multiple branch diversity because of the 
limited space available for multiple antennas especially at mobile tranceivers. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of postdetection PC diversity. 

diversity (for the computer simulation described in Section 
IV, however, we consider frequency selective Rayleigh fading 
and CCI). Furthermore, we assume that the fading bandwidth 
(or Doppler spread) is very narrow compared to the receive 
filter bandwidth so that the fading process is not distorted by 
the receive filter. 

Letting h( t )  be the impulse response of the overall 
transmidreceive filter, the DPD detector input ~ k ( t )  
of the Icth(lc = 1,2) branch for It - nTI 5 0.57' 
can be represented in complex form as ~ k ( t )  = 
& h ( t )  exp j ~ k ( t )  {exp j q ~ ( n  - m)}h(t - 
(n - m)T) + n k ( t ) ,  where q5s(n) is the nth transmitted 
phase of the carrier, ak(t)exp j &(t)  is the fading 
complex envelope with ( ~ k ( t ) ~ )  = 1,s is the average 
signal power, and nk(t) is the filtered AWGN. 
A &  = 4s(n) - qL(n - 1) represents the transmitted 
log2M-bit symbol s(n) .A& takes on one of the equally 
spaced M values {(2nm/M) + 6; m = 0,1,2, - - .  , (M - l)}, 
where 6 = 0 for asymmetrical DPSK and n / M  for 
symmetrical DPSK or n/M-shift MDPSK. In DPD, the 
phase of the detector input r k ( t )  relative to the local 
oscillator output with constant frequency is detected and 
sampled at time t = nT. The sampled phase $ k ( n )  is 
then reduced by the previous value $ k ( n  - 1) to obtain 
the phase difference A $k( = &(n) - $ k ( n  - 1) mod 2 n) 
of the received signal over one symbol duration. Here we 
assume that the local oscillator has the same frequency as the 
unmodulated canier. The oscillator is not necessarily phase 
coherent because the constant phase error is removed by the 
differential operation. Therefore, A &  can be expressed as 
A $k = arg [rk(nT)r;((n - 1)T)l. Assuming a Nyquist filter 
response, h(0) = 1 and h(m7') = 0 if m # 0 and, therefore 

where Rk(t) is the envelope of the fading signal plus noise 
and ~ k ( t )  is the phase noise due to AWGN. The DPD detector 
output A $k defined over [-a, T) can be represented as 

The DPD detector outputs of the two branches are weighted 
and combined. The resultant combiner output is given by 

A $  = w ~ A $ ,  + ~ 2 A $ 2 k o d 2 7 ~  (3) 

where wk is the weight and w1 + w2 = 1. The phase 
noises, A and A r]k, become large when the received signal 
fades. Therefore, the weight should be chosen to minimize the 
contribution of the branch having the weaker signal. In this 
paper, we use the weight proportional to the vth power of 
Rk (nT) . Therefore, 

(4) 

Substituting the above into (3), we obtain 

A $ = A &  
( A &  + Aqi)RY(nT) + ( A &  + Avz)R;(nT) 

R?(nT) + R;(nT) 
mod 2 n. ( 5 )  

+ 

The first term of the right-hand side of ( 5 )  is the transmitted 
phase difference and the second term is the sum of the 
weighted phase noises. The decision rule is 

- 27rm 
c h o w  A 4, = - +6 M 

2 n m  
M i f lA$- - -  6 mod 2 nl is minimum 

where m = 0,1, . - .  (A4 - 1). The received symbol i(n) is 
recovered from A &. It should be noted that the weights are 
normalized so that w1 + w2 = 1, the decision rule is the same 
as for the no diversity case. 

The above combining scheme is similar to that proposed 
for digital FM [5, p. 5251, [lo]. However, because of the 
2n  periodicity of the phase, the simple addition described 
by (3) may produce erroneous combining. Fig. 2 shows the 
relationship among the two DPD outputs, A $1 and A $2, and 
the combiner output A $. Remember that A $1 and A $2 are 
distributed around A q5s and that the probabilities of A and 
A$z monotonically reduce as they deviate from A+s, This 
suggests that the combiner output phase should be inside the 
phase region sandwiched by A$1 and A$2. However, the 
resultant combined phase is outside the region. This erroneous 
combining always happens when lA $1 - A $21 > n. Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. Phase combiner output. 

is an example of this. To avoid this problem, we introduce the 
following correction 

(7) 
In Fig. 2, corrected combiner output is shown as the dotted 
arrow. This correction brings the combiner output inside the 
region sandwiched by A qhl and A $2. 

. -  

111. THEORETICAL COMPARISON WITH POSTDETECTION MRc 

We show below that postdetection PC with w = 2 is 
an approximate of postdetection MRC. Postdetection MRC 
weights and combines vectorically the quadrature differen- 
tial detector (DD) outputs to yield the output I + j Q  = 

Tk(nT)T; ( (n  - 1)T) [9]. Using (l), we have 
2 

I + jQ = WMRC,k exP j (A 4 s  A e k  A v k )  (8) 
k = l  

where W M R C , ~  is normalized so that W M R C , ~  + WMRC,2 = 1 

~)T)/(R~(~T)RI((~ - 1)T) + Rz(nT)&((n - 1)T)). 
To recover the transmitted phase difference, the phase 
decision rule described by (6) can be applied if we use 
A $MRC = arg [I + jQ]. Since the sum of A e k  and A v k  

can be assumed to be much less than unity most of the 
time, exp j ( A  $s + A 6 k  + A v k )  can be approximated 
as [l + j (  A 6 k  + A vk) ]  exp j A dS. Therefore, we have 
I 4- jQ X [I + j c;=l WMRC,k(A e k  A vk) ]  exp j A 4 s  

since W M R C , ~  + W M R C , ~  = 1. Since the weighted sum of 
phase noises is still small, 1 + j W M R c , k ( A  6k + A v k )  
can be approximated as exp j E:=, w M R c , k ( A  81, + A v k ) .  

As a result, we have 

and iS given by WMRC,k = h!k(nT)Rk( (n  - 

A $MRC = arg [I + jQ1 
2 

X A ~ J S + C  W ~ ~ c , k ( A e k + A v k ) m O d 2 T  (9) 

which is similar to (5). In many practical situations, fading 
is very slow compared to the symbol transmission rate 1/T 
and thus R k ( n T )  M &((n - l)T).3 This means that the 
MRC weight can be well approximated by the PC weight 
given by (4) with w = 2. The above discussion implies 

k = l  

that postdetection PC with v = 2 is an approximation of 
postdetection MRC. So, it is anticipated that PC yields almost 
the same BER performance as postdetection MRC. This is 
confirmed by computer simulation in Section IV. 

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
Cellular systems efficiently utilize the limited radio spec- 

trum resources by reusing the same radio frequencies at 
spatially separated cells. Thus, CCI performance is important 
becasue it determines the reuse distance of the same frequency 
and thus, the spectrum efficiency. The IS1 due to multipath 
channel delay spread cannot be ignored in high speed digital 
signal transmission. The effect of postdetection PC diversity on 
the BER performance of ~/4-shift QDPSK under the influence 
of AWGN, CCI, and delay spread was evaluated by computer 
simulation. 

A. Transmission System Model 

The transmitted data is a 9-stage PN sequence, and that 
for CCI is a 15-stage PN sequence. These are input to the 
two independent ?r/&shift QDPSK modulators. The Gray 
mapping rule of di-bit symbol s(n) into the differential phase 
A q5s = 4s(n) - +s(n - 1) is assumed: A 4s = ?r/4 if 
s (n)  = ( l , l ) , =  - ~ / 4  if s(n)  = (1,0),= 31i/4 if s(n) = 
(0, l ) ,  and = -37r/4 if s(n) = (0,O). The modulated 
desired signal and CCI are transmitted over Rayleigh fading 
channels. If the multipath channel rms delay spread normalized 
by the symbol duration T is smaller than about 0.2, the 
delay profile shape is of no importance [9]. Therefore, for 
the desired signal fading, we assume the double-spike delay 
profile (or two ray model) with equal average power, each 
ray is subjected to independent Rayleigh fading. When the 
time difference between the two rays is T seconds, the rms 
delay spread Trms becomes Trms = 7/2 S. When 7rms = 0, 
it becomes multiplicative (nonfrequency selective) Rayleigh 
fading. On the other hand, fading on the CCI is assumed to be 
multiplicative. The desired signal, CCI, and AWGN are added 
to form the input to the DPD detector. The recovered timing 
was assumed to track the first central moment of the double- 
spike delay profile as assumed in the theoretical analysis in 
[9]. The kth branch detector input sample corresponding to 
(1) can be rewritten as 

m 

I = - 0 0  SUDDOS~ that the carrier freauencv is 1 GHz and traveline sueed of mobile 
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respectively. The independent Rayleigh fading samples 
aki(nT) exp j eki(nT), ak2(nT) exP j ek2(nT), and bk(nT) 
exp j&(nT)  are generated by assuming that 16 multipaths 
come from all directions (equally spaced arriving angles), 
with equal amplitude and that the mobile transceiver travels 
at constant speed. Fading speed can be determined by the 
normalized maximum Doppler frequency f D T ,  where f~ = 
(mobile speed)/(canier wavelength). In the simulation, we 
fixed the value of f D T  to 1.9 x which corresponds to 
f~ = 40 Hz and T-’ = 21 k symbols/s. In (lo), A T is the 
modulation timing offset of the CCI relative to the desired 
signal. We assume square-root cosine Nyquist filters with a 
roll-off factor of a as the transmit and receive filters. h(t) 
is given by 

(1 1) 

The DPD detector outputs are combined based on the 
algorithm described in Section I1 and symbol decision is 
performed based on 

sin (7r t / T )  cos (a  7r t / T )  h(t)  = 
Tt /T  1 - ( ~ c x ~ / T ) ~ ‘  

(0,O) if -7r < A +(n) < -7r/2 

The number of bit errors are counted by comparing s(n)  and 
5”(n) and are divided by the total number of transmitted bits 
to obtain average BER. 

B.  Results 
We first investigated the dependence of the diversity im- 

provement on the weight factor o assuming that the desired 
signal was subjected to multiplicative fading and perturbed by 
AWGN only [rrm, = 0 and average SIR + 00, and thus, (10) 
reduces to (l)]. The results obtained at average &/No values 
of 10 dB and 15 dB are shown in Fig. 3. For comparison, 
the BER’s with postdetection SC are also shown. For small 

values, PC diversity is inferior to SC. This is because two 
DPD detector outputs are combined with almost equal weight 
(since Rl + 1 for o + 0)  and thus, large phase noise appears 
in the combiner outputs when one of the two branch signals 
fades. As the value of o is increased, the BER decreases at 
first and then increases. For large o values, the weight of 
the branch having the larger signal level becomes unity and 
the other becomes zero; therefore, the combining operation 
becomes similar to SC. Thus, the BER with postdetection PC 
diversity approaches that with postdetection SC as -t 00. 

This can be clearly seen in Fig. 3. The optimum weight factor 
that can minimize the BER is found to be 2. Fig. 3 also shows 
results for computer simulated postdetection MRC diversity. 
(In addition, we examined the effect of raising WMRC,k in 
(8) to the power of v/2.Rh((n - 1)T) was approximated 
as Rk(nT). We observed that the optimum weight factor 
is = 2, verifying that MRC is optimum.) We find that 
postdetection PC with o = 2 performs almost as well as 
MRC, as predicted theoretically in Section 111. The following 
computer simulations use the weight factor o = 2. 

10-11 

L-shift QDPSK 4 
Rayleigh fading 
foT=l.SXlO-’ 

0.1 1 
Weight factor Y 

Fig. 3. Effect of weight factor. 
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) 

The BER performance due to AWGN is shown in Fig. 4 
as a function of average &/No. It can be seen again that in 
Rayleigh fading, postdetection PC diversity performs almost as 
well as MRC, achieving about a 1.5 dB larger diversity gain 
than SC. It is interesting to notice that under the no fading 
condition, a diversity gain of about 3 dB is obtained for PC 
while only a slight improvement is obtained for SC. This is 
because two DPD detector outputs are always combined for 
PC while only one of the detector outputs is always selected 
for SC. (In theory, however, there is no diversity benefit in 
SC from unfaded channels with identical noise statistics. The 
small performance difference observed in our results is due to 
the short-term noise power being different in each diversity 
branch.) 

To investigate the BER performance in CCI limited chan- 
nels, AWGN was ignored and the desired signal was assumed 
to be subjected to multiplicative Rayleigh fading (rrm = 0). 
Since CCI is transmitted from a different cell, its modulation 
timing is not always identical to that of the desired signal. We 
assumed that the modulation timing offset A T was uniformly 
distributed within [AT1 5 T/2. Due to timing offset, IS1 is 
produced on the CCI samples. Therefore, BER due to CCI 
depends on the CCI symbol sequence and the filter roll-off 
factor a. We took into account IS1 from two adjacent symbols 
on each side when we calculated the detector input rk(nT), 
Le., Ill 5 2 in (10). We first obtained average BER’s for 
A T  = 0, f T / 4 ,  and T/2  and then averaged them. 

Simulation results are plotted in Fig. 5 for CY = 0.5. A 
diversity gain of about 7 dB is observed for postdetection PC 
at a BER of in fading, which is almost as g o d  as MRC 
(about 1 dB superior to SC). Also seen is that in no fading, a 
diversity gain of about 1 dB can be obtained at BER = 
However, for smaller BER’s, the gain diminishes. 

To determine the BER performance due to delay spread, the 
effects of AWGN and CCI were ignored. When delay spread 
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loo 
+-shift QDPSK 

Average E,/No [dB] 

Fig. 4. BER performance due to AWGN. 

1Q 
$-shift QDPSK 

Average SIR (dB1 

Fig. 5. BER performance due to CCI. 

exists, IS1 is produced on the detector input signal because the 
sampling timing is shifted from the ideal position. We took 
into account IS1 from two adjacent symbols on either side, 
i.e., Jml 5 2 in (10). The simulation results are shown in 
Fig. 6 as a function of normalized delay spread rrms/T. It is 
again seen that postdetection PC diversity performs almost as 
well as M R C ;  the allowable value of T,,,/T at BER = 
can be enlarged from 0.09 without diversity to 0.19 which is 
1.1 times larger than that using SC. 

Fig. 6. BER performance due to delay spread. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper has proposed postdetection PC diversity which 

is simple and suitable for DPD. Each branch DPD output is 
weighted in proportion to the squared envelope of the detector 
input. The diversity improvement achievable was investigated 
by computer simulations for ?r/$-shift QDPSK signal trans- 
mission over mobile radio Rayleigh fading channels. It was 
shown that the diversity gain is almost identical to that of 
postdetection MRC proposed for quadrature DD. The DPD 
detector output A ?,!& is related to the quadrature DD detector 

postdetection MRC can also be implemented for DPD by first 
taking the cosine and sine of the DPD detector output and 
weighting them in proportion to the squared envelope of the 
detector input prior to combination. However, the cosine and 
sine operation is eliminated in PC diversity with negligible 
performance degradation. Although simulation results were 
presented only for ?r/Cshift QDPSK, postdetection PC di- 
versity is also applicable to other digital modulation schemes 
with differential detection. 

OUtpUt i k + j q k  by i k + j q k  = COS A ?+bk+j Sill A $k .  Therefore, 
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